
Initial Planning
1. Put together a team of three faculty who 
agree to present 1000-1500 word academic 
paper on the semester theme. 

2. Choose a GBC faculty member to serve 
as event moderator to introduce panelists 
and direct audience questions.

3. Select date for Symposium (allow  a 
month)

4. Decide whether the three panelists will 
discuss aspects of the same text or each 
will choose their own

Staging the Event
A month prior to the event reserve the space.

Requisition the following:  
1. podium
2. table where three student panelists will sit
3. pitcher or water and glasses for table and podium
3. podium microphone 
4. table microphone for panelists
5. floor microphone for audience to ask questions
5. arrange to have event filmed.
6. perhaps arrange for coffee and doughnuts for 
small reception afterward.

Publicity
Three weeks prior to the event create a flyer to publicize it. 

Publicity
Two weeks prior to event 

1. Place copy of flyer in mailbox of every  full time and adjunct 
2. Distribute copies of the flyer around the college where 
students will see it. 
3. Compose copy for event and arrange for an email to be 
distributed about it throughout the system. Place notice of the 
event in any campus newsletter and so on. 
4. Notify board of regents of event. 
5. Identify faculty who teach classes at the time when the 
event will be held and personally ask they to bring their 
students. 

One Week Prior to the Event
Rehearse faculty together  the event hall or 
individually in the hall or at a podium in an 
empty classroom. Purpose is to make sure 

faculty read papers in a clear loud voice and 
with poise. 

Publicity
One week prior to the event

1. Place reminder flyer in mailbox of every full time and 
adjunct faculty member. 
2. Remind faculty who might bring students. 
3. Prepare posters for venue entrances for day of event
4. Select faculty greeter to direct students to venue on day 
of event

Day of Event
GBC faculty member verifies hour before the event 

that the filming arrangements, the stage object 
(podium, table water etc) are in place. 

The Event
Format: Brief Explanation by moderator of what a symposium is, its 

origins, the format, the theme being explored.
Faculty  present roughly 10 minute papers

Moderator suggests questions and encourages questions from the 
audience for balance of the period. 

After the event
Audio visual department given video for reproduction. Each faculty 

panelist  and the moderator get a copy and a file copy is also 
retained. 

Suggested Process for Presenting a Great Books 
Curriculum Faculty Symposium


